QUIZ COMPTETION (Phase 1& 2) - IEEE MBCCET SB

Venue: Seminar Hall 3, MBCCET
Date: 11.40 am, 22nd February, 2017
Conducted by: IEEE MBCCET SB
No. of Participants: 50

It was a competition merely conducted for the first years, with two rounds with
its completion. The prelims were conducted at S7 EEE, on 29 September 2016, after
the classes were dispensed. The event witnessed around 50 participants from different
departments, with 2 members in each team. The papers were corrected by the
volunteer group and 4 teams were shortlisted for the second round.
The second round was conducted on 22nd February, 2017 from 11:40 am to
1:10 pm. The Quiz began with the introduction of the quizmasters and contestants.
The rules of the quiz competition were announced. Quiz masters, Rahul TR and Jobin
John conducted the quiz in a very interactive way and the teams participated with
great enthusiasm. They skillfully answered the questions asked. Though some of the
questions were very tricky, the teams tried to answer them with confidence. The
questions put forth to the teams were intriguing, exciting and made the audience go
„Aah!‟ and clap when the teams answered correctly. The audience also got a chance to
participate every time the teams answered incorrectly. The four rounds were a mixed
bag with questions. The first round included topics only from science, the second
round with the much twisting current affairs, the third round “Tribute to Shockley”
had questions involved with scientist Shockley and related innovations by him and the
final round, the Rapid-fire round gave the teams a chance to catch up with leaders and
put-up a tough fight .
Finally the scores were calculated and the winners were decided. Team C
bagged the first prize with team members Ajay Alex Mathew and Aditya Vishnu from
Computer Science Department. The second prize was given away to Team A
comprising of team members Tinu K Thomas and Eldhose Mathew from Electrical
and Electronics Department. Everyone clapped and cheered for the ecstatic winning
teams. The assembly concluded with congratulating the winners and thanking the
volunteers and audiences by student branch chairman.
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